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ABSTRACT
Text summarization is the process of producing a short and articulate
summary by preserving vital information and meaning. Text summarization
reduces the reading time and accelerate the process of studying the information. It is an exciting and challenging domain in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and has proliferated in recent years. Abstractive text summarization
is a type of text summarization which generates human way of summaries,
which are difficult.
The semantic similarity-based content selector module is a graph-based
module that extracts the essential sentences from the source document. The
extracted sentences are given to the abstractive summarization model. To evaluate the summaries we introduce a new semantic similarity-based evaluation
metric, which compares how similar the reference and the system-generated
summaries are, by calculating the cosine distance between the sentence embeddings of those summaries.
By visual observation, it is found that the quality of the summaries generated by the semantic similarity-based content selector module combined with
abstractive summarization model is good. On evaluating the summaries generated by the State-of-the-art abstractive model using the ROUGE and the
proposed metric, we found that the semantic similarity-based evaluation metric provides higher scores for the abstractive summaries by considering the
novel’s semantics words or sentences.
The semantic similarity-based content selector module, when combined
with the abstractive summarization model, provides the quality abstractive
summaries. The semantic similarity-based evaluation metric addresses the
limitation of the ROUGE metric and shows that it is on par with human
judgment.
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